
“I WONDER” JOURNAL:
Staple together paper to
collect thoughts. Write
down things you wonder
about, like “I wonder why
moss is spongy?” “I
wonder how plants grow?”
“I wonder how concrete is
made? “I wonder what
makes something funny.”
Later, try to find the
answers.

ANIMAL RESEARCH: Love
animals? Research an
interesting animal and copy
down facts about them.
Share them in a poster,
picture book, or slide deck
with your family.

MAKE A CODE: Create your own alphabet code and
write some cryptic notes (example: a is z, b is y, c is x etc.).
Write a letter to a friend or family member.

POETRY: Write about your family, friends,
or life. Try lyric, haiku, and acrostic poems.

BE A DESIGNER: Draw designs of
your dream room or dream outfits.

DIY PUZZLES: Grab some boxes and draw pictures on them, then cut into puzzle pieces. 

MAIL DAY: Send letters
and pictures to your friends.

FAN FICTION: Loved a book, video game, movie, or show?
Write down ideas for a sequel, create a new plot line, or
come up with a different ending.

MAKE A TREASURE HUNT:
Create and hide clues for a
treasure hunt and treasure
map around your house.

PAPER PLANE BUILDING: Research how to build
the best paper airplanes and test each design.

BOAT SINK OR FLOAT: Build your own boat (use
paper, LEGO bricks, etc.) and set it in water. Add 1
penny at a time until it sinks. How many did it hold?
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IDEAS FOR WHEN YOU NEED A BOOST

COMIC BOOK WRITING:
Fold paper together and
make your own comic book.

MUSIC ART: Turn your favorite
song or lyric in art. Write down
the words and paint them.

NATURE ART: Using materials found all around the outside
of your house, create a piece of art or a self-portrait. Think
leaves as hair, moss as eyebrows, rocks as eyes, etc.

BE AN EXPERT: You're already an expert in something.
Share information on that topic (in a poster,  brochure, or
booklet) and present it to your family.

SURVEY: Create a survey then text others
for their answers. Graph the data.

MAKE A POSTER: Create a poster about a book, movie, or
video game you love. Add labels, pictures, and infographics.

CREATE A ZIP LINE: Use
string to make a zip line
and send LEGO creations
down it.

MAKE A BOARD GAME:
Design your own board
game. Use a box, dice,
cards, and game tokens.
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OLD TOY PLAY: Go find a toy you
used to play with. Sit with it. Draw it,
write about it, or play with it again
for old times’ sake.


